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REGIONAL SMALL BUSINESS OF THE YEAR AWARD 2011 —  
FLORESCENCE QUALITY CUT FLOWERS 

Statement by Member for Albany 
MR P.B. WATSON (Albany) [12.50 pm]: It is my pleasure to inform the house that Albany lilium flower 
grower Florescence Quality Cut Flowers recently won the 2011 Regional Small Business of the Year Award and 
the Business Achiever Award at the WA Regional Small Business Awards night. This is the first time that an 
agribusiness has won the award. Owners Charles and Lee Reynolds are extremely proud of that achievement 
because it acknowledges that agribusiness is now not just seen as farming as it has traditionally been in the past. 
Florescence was established in 2001. In January 2004, Charles and Lee took over and turned it into the thriving 
and successful business it is today. It supplies one of the largest flower wholesalers in WA, Tesselaar, with the 
majority of its oriental lilium stock, and also to Albany and Great Southern retail outlets. Charles and Lee were 
taken by surprise when Florescence was announced overall winner given the quality and variety of finalists. 
Charles sees the win as not just for his business but a great win for the region, a great win for agribusiness, and a 
great win for his staff, who he describes as being fantastic and essential to their success. Charles and Lee plan to 
display the award in the Albany Chamber of Commerce and Industry building and the City of Albany council 
chambers as they strongly believe that this award was not just for Florescence; the public display is a great way 
to acknowledge everyone’s involvement in achieving this prestigious award. The reason for this success is the 
quality of people upstream and downstream from Florescence. Congratulations to Charles and Lee Reynolds, the 
magnificent staff at Florescence, their customers and their supporters in the region on a great achievement they 
can all be proud of. 
 


